TRAY PACKAGE.

THERMOCOUPLE CONNECTOR K-TYPE 2POS

REC ASSEMBLY

MATERIAL

CONTACT ASSY: STAINLESS STEEL
CHROMEL/ALUMEL
METAL LATCH: STAINLESS STEEL
HOUSING: THERMOPLASTIC (UL94V-0)
TRAY: POLYSTYRENE

DATE CODE
YY: YEAR
WW: WEEK
D: DAY

3. REFER TO INSTRUCTION SHEET 408-78115.

Q'TY DESCRIPTION NO
1 2299959-1
2 2299959-3
3 2299959-2
4 2299959-4
5 2299959-5

1-2299959-1
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CIRCUIT SYMBOL
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TE Connectivity

DIMENSIONS:

0 PLC
1 PLC
2 PLC
3 PLC
4 PLC

ANGLES

0°
5°

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

DWN CHK APVD

MATERIAL:

CONTACT ASSY: STAINLESS STEEL
CHROMEL/ALUMEL
METAL LATCH: STAINLESS STEEL
HOUSING: THERMOPLASTIC (UL94V-0)
TRAY: POLYSTYRENE
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3. REFER TO INSTRUCTION SHEET 408-78115.